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Click here to see a 360° animation on our
website ...

A climbing net and sliding poles which
strengthen motor skills and balance 
Baxter is one of our four two-tower play systems, where you can find
many activities such as a climbing net, sliding poles and stepping
stones, which helps to support the children’s physical and motor
development, just like it challenges the older children with a floor
height of 140 cm. Do you want a two-tower play system which is better
suited for younger children? Then have a look at our LB250 Brody
play system.

The Baxter model consists of two play towers that are connected by a
climbing net. The floors of the towers each can be accessed in
different ways. One tower has stepping stones and two different
levels, while the other has a climbing wall and sliding poles, from
where it is possible to slide down.

Common for all of Baxter’s activities is that they challenge the
children’s gross motor skills and sense of balance. The better their
motor skills and balance are, the more courage they have to explore
their body’s other capabilities and functions as well as test their own
limits. In that way, children build their confidence, which is important in
their further development.

An optimised play system that needs
less space
For all of our models in the Basic series, we have focused on creating
compressed towers with a minimal area requirement, thus giving you
a competitively priced play system, where you will also save money on
the safety surface, as this is also minimised. This also applies to the
models with multiple towers connected by a climbing net. Here, the
climbing net also requires a small area and safety surface. In this way,
we ensure play equipment at a competitive price that is both fun and
challenging and continues to support the children’s natural
development.

Why buy LEDON Basic?
All the basic elements required for a good-quality, low-priced
playground

Compact towers that require a minimum of space.

The systems are available in a wide range of variants to meet all
needs.

Providing basic motor challenges is paramount – even for older
children.

Easily integrates with both existing play environments or can be
combined with LEDON’s other theme worlds.

Like LEDON’s other series, it is a top-quality playground requiring a
minimum of maintenance.

SpecificationsSpecifications

Order number
LB220G: In-ground mounting
Order number
LB220G: In-ground mounting

Product dimensions (LxWxH)
466 x 210 x 222 cm
Product dimensions (LxWxH)
466 x 210 x 222 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
777 x 524 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
777 x 524 cm

Maximum fall height
214 cm
Maximum fall height
214 cm

Age recommendation
From 4 years
Age recommendation
From 4 years

Approximate installation time
2 persons 12 hours
Approximate installation time
2 persons 12 hours

Why choose LEDON:Why choose LEDON:

Danish design and productionDanish design and production

Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children
Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children

Low maintenance playgroundsLow maintenance playgrounds

Made with sustainable materialsMade with sustainable materials

EN1176 certified by TÜVEN1176 certified by TÜV

Click here to see more about the product on our website: 
https://www.ledonplay.com/product/lb220/
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